
Mr. Kayser's Lesson Plans  
2/22-2/26

Grammar Spelling Reading Math Science Social Studies

Monday

-Daily Language Review.
-Comparative and Suplerative
Adj.
-Assign RN 343
-Students will work on the weekly
IXL skills when done.

-New spelling/vocab 
list. 
-Spelling pre-test
- students will grade 
eachother after 
completion.

-Begin new story:Rachel's Journal
-Class Read 
-Intro to a response essay
-Students will begin crafting their
draft.
-30 mins of Reading Plus and
practice fluency passages

-Lesson 15.3 
- Reasonableness of Products
-online assignments

-Begin new chapter on 
Earths landforms.
-What are the earths Layers?

-6.3 The Nation Divides
-Students will compete the
vocab found on page 488 and 
take notes after reading.

Tuesday

-Daily LAnguage Review
-Comparing with Good and Bad
-RN344
-Student will work on the weekly
IXL skills when done.

-Figurative Language
-Prefixes
-Assign 340
-Spelling city when done

-Rachel's Journal (Audio)
-Students will answer the focus
questions while listening to the 
story.
-Finish Response Essay
-30 mins of Reading plus and
practice fluence passages.

-Lesson 15.4
-Multiply decimals by one digit
numbers.
-online assignments

-Continue earths landforms
-Tectonic plates.
-What happens when they 
slide together and apart?
-What are earths
largest earthquakes and
volcanoes?

- No social Studies
(Second Step)

Wednesday

-Daily LAnguage Review
-Comparing with Adverbs
-Assign RN345
-Students will work on their weekly
IXL skills when done.

-Spelling Word Sort
-Assign RN 341
-Spelling city when done

-Rachel's Journal partner read
-Students will work on a vocab 
while with their partners.
-Partner proofread response 
essay.
-30 mins of Reading plus and
practice fluence passages.

-Lesson 15.5
-Multilply decimals by 2 digit
numbers.
-online assignment

-No Science 
(Library)
-Sudents will be having
DEAR time during this time

-Continue 6.3
-Civil war begins.
-We will analyze the union
vs confederacy in numbers and
strategy.

Thursday

-Daily LAnguage Review
-Writing Titles
-assign R346
-Writing Titles
-three students will work on their
weekly IXL skills when done.
-Kahoot review for test

-Proofread for Spelling
-Assign RN 342
Spelling city when done

-Review Rachel's Journal
- Hand in response essays
-Jeopordy review for test
-Vocab Kahoot for test
-30 mis of RP and fluency passages

-Lesson 15.6
-Solve problems using Bar 
Models
-online assignment

-Watch documentary 
"Into the Inferno"
-Students will be required
to fill out a worksheet as 
they watch the video.

- No social Studies
(Library)

Frday

-Lesson 24 test -Lesson 24 test -Lesson 24 test 
-30 mins RP and fluency passages.

-Chapter 15 Review -Finish reading our landforms
packet.
-When finished we will begin
a short expiriment.

-Weekly News in 
Review.
-Students will fill out
a current event sheet
using the internet.
-when they are done
they will be completing
state capital practice on 
IXL.


